Application for Tri-M Student Membership
2019-2020 School Year

Return this completed form by **Monday, June 1st, 2020** to the Music Office.

Name ______________________________________ Circle One:   Current Junior   Current Sophomore

List all music classes taken or currently taking:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Ensemble(s) in which you will be a member **next year**: (check all that apply)

- O Concert Band
- O Jazz Band
- O Prep Chorus
- O Chamber Choir
- O Honors Orchestra
- O Chamber Orchestra
- O Percussion Ensemble Honors

I understand that the minimum criteria for Tri-M candidate consideration include:
- participation in a music ensemble or class next school year
- a grade of 90 or better in music
- a grade of 80 or better overall
- a minimum of 10 music related service hours
- continued character strength that includes demonstration of service, leadership, and cooperation

I agree to maintain these minimum criteria, and I understand that my membership can lapse if any of these criteria are not maintained. ______ (student initials)

**New Member Assignment** — Each candidate for student membership is required to either:

1. Perform an approved vocal or instrumental solo, duet, or perform in a larger ensemble before the fellow chapter members. *(Preferred)*

2. Prepare a written report of at least 10 pages on a musical topic in lieu of a performance.

As my new member assignment, I agree to: (Check the appropriate box)

- O Perform a solo —or— O Perform in an ensemble (specify ensemble type) __________________________

Title ____________________________________________Composer ____________________________________________Accompanist ____________________________ Approx. Length ____________________

***Attach a copy of your piece to this form***

- O Prepare a written report

Musical Topic _______________________________________

I understand my acceptance as a member of the Tri-M chapter at St. Francis Preparatory School is subject to returning this form to the chapter advisor, participating in an upper level ensemble, maintaining the required grades and other minimum criteria, and completing the assignment I have chosen above.

Signature of Applicant __________________________________________

Signature of Parent/Guardian ___________________________________